
Third "live-but-online" EC meeting 
08.11.2020 

11:00-16:00 CET

Moderation: Maja, Po

Minutes: Giorgi, Elena, Kiki
Extracting To-Dos:
Present: Kiki, Niki, Masha, Po, Elena, Maja, Giorgi, Ledina
Excused: /

1. Personal updates and meeting expectations

EC and Office update each other on how they have been doing in the last couple of months  and
share  expectations  that  they  have  from this  meeting.  Among the  many  expectations,  the  most
common one is the revitalisation of the working groups and how to keep member organisations
engaged.  

2. Future responsibilities work division

2.1 Taking over Elena’s responsibilities (AYG, Revolt, FYEG, AltUrb)

After Elena joined CDN Secretariat in September, her responsibilities as former EC member had to
be distributed among current board members. The division is as follows: 

New contact person for:
• Albanian Young Greens – Maja;
• Revolt – Ledina;
• FYEG – Po.

Elena will continue her engagement as coordinator of the Alternative Urbanization working group.

2.3 Strategy 2022-24
Team: Maja, Giorgi, Ledina, Niki
Team will be working on drafting the new Startegy according to the input from the SPM and EC
acknowledgments. MOs and POs will be given the chance to give feedback to the document in the
upcoming months so that it can be adopted in the next GA.

3.4 Safe space document
Team: Po, Maja, Kiki, Elena
Team will be working on developing the Safe space document together with the Gender WG. The
document is to be adopted on the next GA.



3.4 Communication, visibility and media strategy
Team: Ledina, Po, Masha, Kiki

Team  will  be  working  on  internal  guidelines  outlining  communication,  visibility  and  media
strategy.

3. Working groups updates (+strategic approach)

EC updates on the Working Groups they are responsible for, brainstorms on approaches for keeping
them active and outlines the challenges that the pandemic has brought in limiting the chances of
organising offline events. Given the circumstances of a pandemic second wave, maintaining the
WGs  active  becomes  even  more  challenging.  In  addition,  some  countries  are  involved  in  an
escalated conflict in the Caucasus region, the political deadlock continues in Belarus which impacts
the engagement of CDN MOs and young people coming from these countries.

EC proposes to have a holistic approach for all WGs, since they are in the same inactive stage right
now. Some ideas prior to the live WGM planned for 2021, are online meetings/trainings for the
WGs. The discussion is to be continued.

4. MO/PO/OO updates (+strategic approach)

Each  EC member  briefs  on  the  latest  developments  in  the  MOs  they  are  responsible  for  and
proposes ways how to take more proactive role in strengthening communication with MOs which
have not been very active lately.  On the other hand, some of the MOs are going through some
internal restructuring and coming up with new political documents and boards. 

EC brainstorms on options on how to engage MOs and agrees to discuss further steps in following
meetings.

The annual survey which is disseminated to MOs around the end of the year, will be updated a bit
and will involve Covid-19 – related questions. 

5. Partners updates

Network and Project  coordinator  update  on the latest  communication  exchanged with partners,
funders and submitted project proposals. 

7. Secretariat update

Office updates on the financial means and other Office-related news. Starting from 2021, there will
be   space  to  financially  cover  as  a  full-time  job  the  Project  Assistant  position,  which  joined
Secretariat as a part-time position in September 2020.

8. Office and EC evaluation
Office and EC members take a moment at the end of the meeting to reflect on each-others’ work,
how to build the team spirit and envision ways how to better co-work remotely, with the pandemic
that is not allowing the planning of live EC meetings.


